Great Decisions – IN PERSON
Bloomington, Indiana
HTTPS://GO.IU.EDU/GREAT-DECISIONS
Topic: Changing Demographics

Tuesday 05/10/2022
Program: 1:00 – 2:30 pm (EDT)

Zoom Connection (Last one!!)
Join from computer or mobile:
https://iu.zoom.us/j/81957029184
Meeting ID: 819 5702 9184

Presenter: Dr. Aaron Ponce
Bio: www.aaronponce.com
Email: aaron.ponce@sosgeo.uio.no

Aaron Ponce, PhD, JD, is a Post-doctoral Fellow in the Department of Sociology and Human Geography at the University of Oslo, Norway, having also taught at Michigan State University and IU.

Ponce’s research draws on the sociology of immigration and global migration, political sociology, and race and ethnicity. His work investigates how overlapping symbolic boundaries (race, language, gender, religion) constitute citizenship and national ways of belonging in immigrant-receiving societies. Much of his recent work focuses on immigration to Europe, and on the reception and perception of immigrant populations, including Muslim immigrants. More recent work compares the Muslim experience in Europe and the U.S. and examines Muslim Americans’ and other immigrant-background groups’ status in a historically racialized landscape.

Among the questions that his research works to answer are: Do more accommodating modes of belonging increase migration? How do racial hierarchies define which groups are perceived as assimilable or desirable? How do seemingly discrete social categories (language, religion, gender) become racialized in processes of group boundary making? Findings from his research speak to the contradictions inherent in immigration regimes, immigrant reception processes, and the norms that define and reinforce liberal democracies.
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